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UN News
Thursday, 9 December 2010

Genocide continues as Sudan’s indicted leader games world – ICC prosecutor

Luis Moreno-Ocampo

Genocide is still continuing in Darfur and Sudanese President Omar alBashir, already indicted by the International Criminal Court (ICC), is
undertaking “enormous efforts” to cover up the crimes and manipulate the
world community, the Court’s prosecutor said today.
“The Government of Sudan is not cooperating with the Court and has conducted no national proceedings against
those responsible for the crimes committed,” Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo told the Security Council.
He noted that in just the last six months, hundreds of civilians in the Darfur region were killed and hundreds of
thousands forcibly displaced, while more than 2 million people suffer a subtle form of genocide – genocide by rape
and fear.
“President al-Bashir, in accordance with the chamber’s findings, issued the criminal orders to attack civilians and
destroy their communities. Logically, President al-Bashir does not want to investigate those who are following his
orders. President al-Bashir is using his promises of justice to manipulate the international community and cover up
the crimes.”
The ICC in July issued a second arrest warrant for Mr. al-Bashir, adding genocide to the list of charges for crimes
he has allegedly committed in war-ravaged Darfur. In March 2009, he became the first sitting head of State to be
indicted by the Court, which charged him with two counts of war crimes and five counts of crimes against
humanity.
“The arrest warrants will not go away,” Mr. Moreno-Ocampo said. “The legal work is done but the crimes are
ongoing. President al-Bashir and his supporters are doing enormous efforts to cover up the crimes and divert the
attention of the international community by announcing new strategies and new justice efforts.”
The most recent cover-up statement came in September when Sudan’s special prosecutor for Darfur, Nimr
Mohamed, announced investigations in an attack earlier that month that killed at least 37 people and injured at least
50 more. But two weeks later he was replaced by Justice Ministry Under-Secretary Abdel Daim Zamrawi, since
when no progress has been reported.
“Until the orders to Government of Sudan forces to commit crimes in Darfur cease, there is no possibility of justice
for Darfur,” Mr. Moreno-Ocampo said.
He said regional organizations such as the Arab League and the African Union were crucial to stopping the crimes,
alleviating the humanitarian situation and providing stability to Sudan. “A proper dialogue with them is crucial to
achieving these goals,” he added.
Speaking to reporters following his briefing to the Council, Mr. Moreno-Ocampo called rape and fear the “silent
weapons” of genocide that slip below the radar of peacekeeping forces in the region, which has been plagued by
atrocities since war erupted in 2003 between the Government, supported by the Janjaweed militia, and rebels
seeking greater autonomy.
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The Hague Justice Portal
Thursday, 9 December 2010
Fugitives, referrals and acquittals top ICTR agenda 09 Dec 2010
Presenting the Tribunals’ latest report on its Completion Strategy, the President and Chief Prosecutor at
the ICTR stressed three principal concerns to the UN Security Council.
As part of the Completion Strategy imposed on the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) by the UN Security Council, Judge Dennis
Byron, President of the Tribunal, and Hassan Jallow, Chief Prosecutor, have
presented the ICTR’s latest six-monthly report. In doing so they stressed
three principal concerns facing the Tribunal.
According to the Prosecutor, who highlighted the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Kenya and
Zimbabwe in particular, “it is necessary that…states intensify cooperation and search for the 10
[remaining] fugitives”. The most high-profile of those still at large include Félicien Kabuga, the
businessman alleged to have provided significant funds in the planning perpetration of the 1994 Genocide,
as well as Protais Mpiranya and Augustin Bizimana, commander of the Presidential Guard and Minister of
Defence respectively. ICTR information suggests that all of the fugitives remain in east, central or
southern Africa. Judge Byron similarly asserted that the cooperation of UN Member States in the tracking,
arrest and transfer of fugitives to the ICTR is fundamental to the Tribunal’s work.
Hassan Jallow moreoever emphasized the importance of the referral of cases to national jurisdictions for
prosecution, having filed three requests at the beginning of November for cases to be transferred to
Rwanda. The Prosecutor stressed that UN member states must “share the responsibility of the ICTR’s
completion strategy” by accepting referrals from the Tribunal, thereby easing the Tribunal’s burden.
Should any of the remaining fugitives be apprehended, greater state cooperation concerning criminal trials
would be even more fundamental for the Completion Strategy.
The interests of justice will not be served
Addressing the Security Council, Judge Byron furthermore sought to bring attention to the plight of those
persons acquitted by the Tribunal, but who remain in safe houses in Arusha having failed to secure
agreement from states on their relocation. The President warned that if the issue remains unresolved, “the
interests of justice and the rule of law will not be served”. Former Rwandan Minister, André Ntagerura,
was acquitted by the Tribunal in February 2004, a decision which was confirmed on Appeal two years
later.
The ICTR was established by Security Council resolution in 1994, with the Completion Strategy
introduced in 2003 originally calling upon the Tribunal to complete its work by 2010.
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M & G News
Thursday, 9 December 2010
Denmark remands suspected Rwandan war criminal in custody

Copenhagen - A Rwandan man suspected of having actively participated in the 1994 genocide in the East
African country made a brief appearance before a Danish court Thursday.
The unidentified 48-year-old who has been living in Denmark since 2001, was arrested in the city
Roskilde, west of Copenhagen, on Wednesday.
He was remanded in custody by the court in Roskilde and ordered to appear again on January 4.
According to prosecutor Lars Plum of the Special International Crimes Office, the man is suspected of
having killed two women with a machete in Rwanda.
He has reportedly denied the allegations against him, with his lawyers arguing that witness statements are
unreliable.
The man had reportedly been under investigation since June, following information provided to Danish
authorities by an as yet unnamed source. Investigators travelled to Rwanda in preparing the case..
An estimated 800,000 ethnic Tutsis and moderate Hutus were massacred by Hutu militia and civilians in
the Rwandan genocide that began in early April 1994 and lasted approximately 100 days.
Several Rwandans suspected of having played a role in the mass killing, have been found to be living in
Denmark. In 2001, one suspect was extradited to Arusha, Tanzania, to stand trial before the Rwanda
genocide tribunal.
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Hirondelle News Agency
Wednesday, 8 December 2010

ICTR Prosecutor wants DRC, Kenya and Zimbabwe to act over genocide fugitives
The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) Prosecutor Hassan Jallow has urged the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Kenya, Zimbabwe and neighbouring states to intensify
cooperation in tracking the remaining 10 fugitives, including Felicien Kabuga, Major Protais Mpiranya
and Augustin Bizimana.
"It is necessary that the governments of DRC, Kenya, Zimbabwe and neighbouring states intensify
cooperation and search for the 10 fugitives, all of whom, according to our sources, are within east, central
and southern Africa," he told the UN Security Council on Monday.
Kabuga is a Rwandan businessman allegedly bankrolled the 1994 genocide, while Mpiranya, the alleged
high level fugitive and a top indictee of the Tribunal, was commander of the Rwandan Presidential Guard
during genocide whereas Bizimana was Minister of Defence.
The prosecutor pointed out that tracking efforts to secure the arrest and transfer to the ICTR of Kabuga,
Mpiranya and Bizimana would continue to be a top priority.
"We count on the continued call by the Security Council on all states to cooperate fully with the tribunal
in its efforts to apprehend and bring these fugitives to justice. We are committed, in the meantime, to
continue and intensify our tracking efforts so long as these fugitives remain earmarked for trial at the
ICTR," he said.
Jallow also stressed that the referral of all but three of the ten fugitives to national jurisdictions for trial
remains a key element of the completion strategy of the ICTR. In the absence of acceptance of these cases
by other member states, he said, Rwanda continued to be the focus of the ICTR referral strategy.
"It is my sincere hope that member states with the requisite capacity will share this responsibility of the
ICTR's completion strategy by accepting a transfer from the Tribunal of the cases of one detainee and six
fugitives to their national jurisdictions for trial," he pointed out.
The prosecutor pointed out further that in the absence of transfer of these cases and with the probable
arrest of fugitives in the near future, the work of the Tribunal could increase significantly, thus extending
the projected completion date for trials.
"On the other hand the referral of these cases now to national jurisdictions could possibly see the end of
trials at the Tribunal by the end of 2011," he said.
In November 2010, the prosecutor filed three new applications for referral of cases to Rwanda for trial
involving Pastor Jean Uwinkindi, a detainee and two fugitives, Fulgence Kayishema, who was communal
judicial police inspector and ex-mayor Charles Sikubwabo. The first five requests were rejected by ICTR
judges.
FK/ER/GF
© Hirondelle News Agency
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The Associated Press
Thursday, 9 December 2010
Hariri assassination indictment coming very soon
By MIKE CORDER

LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands -- The prosecutor of the U.N.-backed tribunal investigating the 2005
assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri will issue his first indictment very soon, the
court's new leader said Thursday.
Special Tribunal for Lebanon registrar Herman von Hebel gave no details about the content of the
indictment, which will remain confidential until it is confirmed by a judge at the Special Tribunal for
Lebanon, likely early next year.
Tension over the tribunal has paralyzed Lebanon in recent weeks amid speculation prosecutor Daniel
Bellemare will indict members of Hezbollah, the Syrian- and Iranian-backed Shiite militant group that
controls a military force that is more powerful than the national army and part of Lebanon's fragile
governing coalition.
Hariri, a Sunni Muslim, was Lebanon's most prominent politician in the years after the 1975-1990 civil
war. He and 22 other people were killed by a truck bomb on Feb. 14, 2005. At the time, he was trying to
limit Syria's influence in Lebanon.
Von Hebel, a Dutchman who has previously worked at tribunals prosecuting crimes in Sierra Leone and
the former Yugoslavia, stressed that the Hariri court will indict individuals and not organizations.
"We are talking about individual criminal responsibility, not group responsibility," he told a small group
of reporters at the court's headquarters, the day after the United Nations appointed him registrar for a three
year term.
He said a pretrial judge will likely take six to 10 weeks to confirm all or parts of the indictment, or reject
it if there is insufficient evidence. A trial could begin four to six months after an indictment is confirmed.
The indictment could remain sealed even after it is confirmed, if the court believes that would make
arresting suspects easier, Von Hebel said.
The Hariri tribunal, like other international war crimes courts, does not have its own police force to arrest
suspects.
Unlike other tribunals, it has the power to try suspects in absentia if they elude arrest.
That will prevent situations like that of former Bosnian Serb army commander Gen. Ratko Mladic, who
remains on the run from justice 15 years after being indicted by the U.N. Yugoslavia tribunal for
genocide.
The tribunal, based in a former intelligence agency headquarters in a village on the edge of The Hague is
gearing up for its busiest year.
In an effort to streamline potentially drawn-out pretrial litigation, the judge confirming the indictment can
ask the court's appeals panel to rule on key legal principles underpinning any charges.
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"Undoubtedly there are legal issues here," Von Hebel said. "The jurisdiction is partly based on
Lebanese law so there may be questions in relation to that. What is the crime of a terrorist attack under
Lebanese law, for example. These kind of issues may have an impact."
The U.N. recently approved the court's 2011 budget of $65.7 million (euro50 million), a 20 percent rise
from 2010 because of anticipated extra staff needed as the court begins working toward its first trial.
Half of the budget comes from Lebanon's government and Hezbollah has said it may try to block funding,
arguing that the court is unconstitutional because Lebanon's Cabinet approved it in 2006 after the
resignation of five Shiite ministers. Hezbollah and its allies say the government at the time was no longer
legitimate because the constitution requires that "all sects should be justly represented in the Cabinet."
Von Hebel said that Lebanon failing to pay its half of the budget "would be a serious challenge."
The court, which employs 333 staff from 62 different countries, has a courtroom built in a former
gymnasium at the court's headquarters and 12 cells ready in a special wing of a Dutch jail that also has
wings for suspects detained by the International Criminal Court and Yugoslav war crimes tribunal.
Von Hebel said officials meet regularly with Dutch counterterrorism authorities to discuss security.
And while the court is focussed for now on its first indictment, Von Hebel said more would be filed in the
future.
Under the court's statute, the prosecutor also can investigate cases connected to the Hariri assassination
since Oct. 1, 2004.

